COME AND STAY IN
THE MÜNSTERLAND
Holiday flats
Apartments
Holiday house

Welcome to Wettringen.
Are you planning to spend your holiday in the lovely Münsterland region and are therefore
looking for somewhere attractive to stay? Or do you need local overnight accommodation for
work or family reasons?
Whatever your reason, we can offer you a choice of holiday flats, apartments and rooms, in all
of which you are guaranteed to feel at home. And one of them will almost certainly be just right
for you.

With AGENTUR MEHR MÜNSTERLAND (amm), the new agency we
have just founded, we have extended our range of services still further.
We are able to offer you individual holiday and leisure arrangements:
Whether canoeing or cycling tours, programmes for groups and clubs, firms’ outings
or special birthday occasions, all our offers are strictly in line with your individual
wishes. And you can rely on us to provide all-round personal service and support,
from the initial idea, right through to the practical implementation.
For our goal is to ensure that you have an enjoyable time here.
Best regards,
Bernadette Göcke and Team
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Göckes’ House and Garden
5

Holiday flats/rooms		
for up to 22 persons		
from 20 euros/person/night

Telephone: 0 25 57 – 92 94 71
www. goeckeshausundgarten.de

Remise am Ellenbogen
Contents
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Apartments/rooms
for up to 18 persons 		
from 30 euros/person/night

Telephone 0 25 57 – 92 94 71
www.agentur-mehr-muensterland.de

Göckes’ House an
d Garden

Villa Mia
16
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Holiday house/rooms
for up to 12 persons 		
from 20 euros/person/night

Telephone: 0 25 57 – 92 94 71
www.agentur-mehr-muensterland.de

Addresses and travel directions
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In the middle of Wettringen, in the heart of the Münsterland, we
are delighted to welcome you to our lovely garden. Covering an
area of almost 5,000 square metres and with interestingly styled
seating areas, a spacious lawn, a barbecue area, and a bakery
room with an old stone oven, our “paradise in miniature” is the
perfect place to slow down, relax and play.

Göckes’ House and Garden

Göckes’ House and Garden

Welcome to
Göckes’ House and Garden

Göckes’ House and Garden has two flats upstairs and two flats on
the ground floor. Depending on the number of people in a group,
the rooms can be varyingly combined to take account of individual
needs and wishes.
We will also be pleased to draw up your own individual wellness
programme, and can arrange massage or pedicure appointments for
you on the premises.
Call us on: telephone 0 25 57 - 92 94 71
or find out more on the internet at:
www.goeckeshausundgarten.de
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Werner and
Bernadette Göcke
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Die Ausstattung der Wohnungen

“Cosy get-togethers”

» Balcony with garden furniture and cushions

Our new communal lounge provides the perfect
setting to meet up for a friendly chat over a cup
of tea or coffee.

» Bed linen and towels provided
» Satellite colour TV and radio
» Coffee machine
» Electric kettle
» Refrigerator
» Microwave
» Cooker with oven
» Dishwasher
» Vacuum cleaner
» Washing machine in separate laundry room
» Hair dryer
» Books and games
» Cot and high chair
» Pets permitted

Göckes’ House and Garden

Göckes’ House and Garden

» Toaster

» Parking spaces right outside the door
We will be pleased to send you the price list on request.
To enable you to gain an even better impression, you can
also find numerous photos of the flats on our website:
www.goeckeshausundgarten.de
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Interior layout
Flats designed with versatile
uses in mind.

Göckes’ House and Garden

Göckes’ House and Garden

Göckes’ House and Garden:

Upstairs
The upstairs flats are reached by separate outdoor
stairways. Each flat has a bedroom with double bed,
a second bedroom with twin beds, a comfortable
lounge/dining room with fully equipped kitchen, and
a bright bathroom with shower and bathtub.
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Ground floor
One of the flats has two bathrooms, one of them
with shower. Both flats have a wall unit containing
two additional beds. The sauna can be used by prior
arrangement and can be accessed directly from the
flats.

There are also two flats on the ground floor. The smaller
flat offers space for 2-4 people. The larger flat has a
bedroom with double bed, a twin bed room, a bright
bathroom with tub and shower, a separate kitchen with
dining area, and a lounge with sofa bed.

The two upstairs flats and the two flats on the ground
floor can be combined with each other so as to provide
flexibleaccommodation arrangements.
A play area is available right outside the house.
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A charming rustic building
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In the heart of the Münsterland village of Wettringen, close
to the borders of the Grafschaft Bentheim region and the
Netherlands, stands a building that everyone falls in love with
on sight.
The “Remise”, built in traditional Westphalian-style and
originally intended to house carriages and other horse-drawn
vehicles, seized the imagination of interior designer and passionate carriage driver Heinrich Kemper and inspired him
and his family to think of new ways of living. The result is this
opportunity to live in a traditional rustic building.
The charming “Remise” contains altogether five dwelling
units where cyclists, short-break vacationers and anyone
wishing to live for a while in exclusive country style will feel
very much at home.
The apartments are also intended to provide inspiration for
people who are as yet undecided on how to style their own four
walls at home. Each apartment has its own individual flair. So
come and be inspired by the different living experiences.
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Fittings and equipment
» The floors of all the large apartments (35 m²)
are completely level.
» Single or double beds can be booked 		
as desired.
» Each dwelling unit offers room for
two to at most four persons.
» Four apartments are provided with
a fully equipped kitchen.
» Space for parking bicycles and cars is 		
available directly outside each apartment.

Remise am Ellenbogen

„Remise am Ellenbogen“ (Apartment house)

» Each apartment also has its own outdoor 		
seating area, protected by the typical over
hanging eaves of the building.
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Remise am Ellenbogen
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“Nordic-Scandinavian“

“Mediterranean”

“Classical elegance

“Modern puristic style”

„“Rustic and romantic”

Behind the aquamarine entrance door of the
first apartment, you will experience Nordic
freshness and clarity, expressing the charm of
the Scandinavian countries.

Behind the mustard-coloured entrance door,
the visitor enters a sauna and feel-good
area. The apartment is presented in the
colours of nature, bringing the summer
alive and warming the soul in winter.

Behind the dark green entrance door, you
will be surprised by the liveable atmosphere,
whose classical timeless elegance appeals to
young and old alike.

In the modern, puristically styled apartment,
nothing distracts the eye from the essentials.
Black & white elements, combined with
warmth-giving accentuation colours, allow
space to breathe and slow down.

Whether in the mountains or in the country,
a dark red door - away from the city bustle
- opens to reveal rustic romanticism in all
its glory.

Remise am Ellenbogen

Experience living in the Remise
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Welcome to “Villa Mia”
Our Villa Mia offers room for 8 – 11 persons. It is a free-standing
holiday home, in a quiet but convenient location.

Villa Mia

» On the ground floor is the kitchen, with oven, microwave, toaster, coffee machine, dishwasher, living space with large dining
table, lounge, a double room, and bathroom with WC, bathtub
and shower.
» Upstairs, there are 3 bedrooms, each with 2 beds (an additional
bed can be brought in if required), bathroom with WC and shower,
and spacious kitchen.

Villa Mia

» Villa Mia has 140 square metres of living space.

» The villa also includes 500 m2 of garden with barbecue area,
which can be freely used by our guests.
» Take advantage of the leisure opportunities available nearby:
Visit the FOC (Factory Outlet Center) in Ochtrup and do some
shopping, or relax in the saltwater bath in Bad Bentheim. Information on what’s on round about can be found in the flats.
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We offer a rich and varied programme of things to do.

Delicious coffee time

Things to do

Things to do

While visiting the Münsterland, you not only want to relax, but also put
your creativity to the test? Or as well as chatting over coffee, you could
also fancy to undertake an exciting canoeing tour on the Vechte. If so,
the choice of activities we offer is just right for you. If you notify us in
advance, we will gladly organize a leisure programme for you.

Food-wise, we can offer you:
» Breakfast buffets
» Wine tasting		

» Specialities baked in a stone oven
» Delicious barbecued and fried dishes

Our health-related activities:
» Yoga in the garden
» Cosmetic treatment
» Massages		 » Nutritional advice
» Sauna at home		
» Pedicure and manicure
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Creative painting workshop

Herbology seminar

Varied breakfast buffet
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Creative activities available:
» Painting workshop
» Shooting good photos
» Herbology

» Swimming
(Open-air pools located nearby)
» Football, handball, tennis (in Wettringen)
» Boule court (located nearby)
» Cycling tours, walking tours
» Canoeing trips on the River Vechte
» Covered-wagon and carriage outings
“Fun village tour”

Things to do

Things to do

Physical activities on offer:

For groups of 10 people or more

After a warm-up welcome with a traditional
shot of spirit, the participants set off, complete with handcart containing food and
drink, on a round tour that lasts around
two hours, including fascinating activities at
various stations along the way. All rounded
off by an evening meal together.
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Price per person: 29,50 €
Children up to age 12 pay half.
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Contact:
Mrs. Bernadette Göcke
Metelener Strasse 20
48493 Wettringen
Telephone:0049 (0) 25 57 – 92 94 71
Mobile: 0177 – 296 69 50
Fax: 0049 (0) 25 57 – 92 94 76
info@agentur-mehr-muensterland.de
www.agentur-mehr-muensterland.de
kontakt@goeckeshausundgarten.de
www.goeckeshausundgarten.de
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Addresses and travel directions

AGENTUR MEHR MÜNSTERLAND
„Göckes’ House and Garden“
„Remise am Ellenbogen“
„Villa Mia“
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AGENTUR MEHR MÜNSTERLAND

www.agentur-mehr-muensterland.de
info@agentur-mehr-muensterland.de
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